1 Overview

Homework 2 is going to test your understanding of the SMTP protocol. You are going to “send” an email to a simple SMTP server, containing your name and student PID as the body of the message. You get credit on this homework by getting that email successfully transmitted.

Due Tuesday Feb 24, 2015 before the start of class

2 Details

You are to use the telnet command to connect to the simple SMTP server that we’ve setup, and you are going to send an email with the following characteristics:

1. SMTP server: vm134.sysnet.ucsd.edu
2. SMTP port number: 1225
3. Email characteristics:
   (a) From: your_email_address
   (b) To: cse124@cs.ucsd.edu
   (c) Contents: The body of the email should include your name and student PID.

3 Grading and solutions

Copy-paste a transcript of your telnet session into a document and bring a print-out to class or put in Jake or Yashar’s mailbox (or give to them during section or their office hours).